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The Eternals are a fictional species of humanity appearing in American comic books published by Marvel
Comics.They are described as an offshoot of the evolutionary process that created sentient life on Earth.The
original instigators of this process, the alien Celestials, intended the Eternals to be the defenders of Earth,
which leads to the inevitability of war against their destructive ...
Eternals (comics) - Wikipedia
Ikaris is a fictional character appearing in American comic books published by Marvel Comics.The character
is depicted as a member of a human offshoot race known as the Eternals.Both Ikaris and the Eternals were
created by Jack Kirby
Ikaris - Wikipedia
Lo and behold the might of the Stormcast Eternals! If you want to always have multiple wounds and fight for
Sigmar, the Stormcast Eternals are for you!
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